Committee to decide on corporate proxy votes

By Tony Zamparuti

Over the next few months, MIT will be casting proxy votes, determined by the Advisory Committee on Shareholder Responsibility (ACSR), on policy questions for corporations in which MIT has stock holdings. The ACSR has eight members, including one undergraduate. It casts proxy votes on corporate policy prior to the company's annual meeting. There are two broad categories of proxy questions: regular business items, such as the election of corporate officers, which must be ratified by shareholders; and social issues, which call into question controversial actions taken by the company.

The most frequent proxy questions concern corporation involvement with the government of South Africa, involvement in the military nuclear industry, and nuclear or chemical waste policy. Such proposals to change or set corporate policy are usually proposed by a diverse group of shareholders, and are generally only supported by university and institutional shareholders, a small percentage of the total proxy votes.

Robert Solow, Institute Professor and a member of the ACSR, commented "Universities as stockholders are not going to be a major influence on corporations." Walter Milne, Assistant to the Chairman of the Corporation and a member of the ACSR, remarked that "we're participating in an activity of moral symbolism," since few proxy votes on social issues carry. The committee examines each question thoroughly, and tries to articulate its position behind each vote.

We try to express our opinion beyond a yes or no vote, said Milne. Each question is examined in isolation, but the committee has in previous years set general guidelines on certain issues, such as South Africa. The votes of the ACSR are only recommendations to the Executive Committee of the MIT Corporation, which almost always agrees with the ACSR recommendation.

The ACSR can also recommend that the Institute divest its stock in a corporation whose policies on an issue are unacceptable. Last year the committee considered the possibility of divesting itself of holdings in corporations that trade with or own plants in South Africa, but made no recommendation. By contrast, Harvard's Committee on Shareholder Responsibility has a strict policy of not investing in corporations that lend directly to the South African government. When Calbirk recently made such a loan, Harvard sold its $50 million in securities in the bank.

AN investment Data Manager
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An investment data manager at The Hartford Insurance Group in Hartford, Connecticut, who has the ambition and initiative to grow with us. If you want to move ahead rapidly as we expand, you'll accept this challenge to capitalize on your background and maximize your career potential in the stimulating home office-based investment Department in Hartford, Connecticut.

The person we seek will assist in the development and implementation of investment management systems which present comprehensive information on the computer. Particularly the large data bases available through time-sharing devices Special emphasis will be placed on economical financial data management, which includes input/output techniques and system efficiency, to arrive at the most advantageous investment problems relating to security and portfolio analysis.

The qualified candidate must have a heavy quantitative orientation in his/her academic background. An MBA with a concentration in finance or investments is preferred. Knowledge of FORTRAN required. Experience preferred but not essential.
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Baker House chair theft resolved

By Tony Zamparuti

An incident between Delta Kappa Epsilon (Deke) fraternity and Baker House has recently been resolved with the return of a chair taken from Baker by Deke brothers last term.

The chair and an ottoman, valued at $600, were removed from a Baker House common area during the middle of last semester. If they had not been returned, Baker House residents would have been assessed for the loss.

Debsie Tripathy '81, president of Deke, pointed out that the chair was taken by individuals and that what occurred was not a house action. The chair was noticed at the fraternity by some Baker students who were there for a party. The Baker residents notified Campus Patrol, who referred the problem to Associate Dean Robert Sherwood of the Dean for Student Affairs Office. Sherwood contacted Simon Peacock '81, then president of Deke, and arranged for prompt return of the furnishing. The fraternity received an official letter of warning for the incident.

Sherwood said that it was a major incident but somewhat of a traditional incident between living groups that got out of hand. A meeting took place between Dean Sherwood and the first district of the two living groups to resolve the matter and dispel any ill feelings that may have developed over the incident. The chair must be reupholstered, and Deke will have to pay for any damages, according to Sherwood.

Aedelahak Maskoul '82, president of Baker, noted "everything has been settled, and there are no more problems." Sherwood said that Deke has been very cooperative in resolving the incident.
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Computer Vision for Automatic Inspection and Process Control

Contrex Inc., a rapidly growing designer of Industrial Automatic Systems is currently seeking staff for an advanced development program involving use of visual machine perception to fully automate processes.

Professionals with backgrounds in artificial intelligence, pattern recognition (statistical and syntactical) or image processing looking to develop a career with a young and dynamic organization which will provide personal experience in this fascinating field are invited to contact Mrs. Marilyn Apperti at (617) 273-3434.

Contrex Inc. is located in Burlington, Massachusetts, conveniently off Route 128. Are you looking to develop a career with a young and dynamic organization? If you are interested in this opportunity to maximize your potential, send your resume including salary history, in full confidence, to:

John Nuss, Employment Specialist
The Hartford Insurance Group
Hartford Plaza, Hartford, Connecticut 06115

The Hartford is an equal opportunity employer: Male and Female.